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Bound in dark bonded leather.Entire Primary Manuscript (about) like the stories. Includes the
original Foreword, The Doctor's Opinion and Dr. Bob's Story.Paragraph numbers along side the
text for easy reference.The Initial 164 pages of The Big Reserve with lined pages opposite text for
note taking. Includes paragraph numbers corresponding to the modern text for easy
comparison. Easy to read retyped version.Footnotes explaining historical and obscure references
in the written text.lay flat" Yes, believe it or not, the basic text message has been changed 79
times since it was first published.Two place keeping ribbons. binding.Footnotes documenting all
79 differences between the modern text message and the original 1st printing text of the very
first 164 pages (about).Particular "
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Great Fabulous Word Glossary sooooo useful! This is the perfect new version of the big book!
after that there exists a dictionary, and a term index, and a topic index that comes after. The
binding on most of the A. This study edition is absolutely beautiful and is terrific for notes. I
cannot state enough good things about this book, or stress its importance enough if you are
interested in working your 12 Step Program of Recovery the way our founders did!!! This is THE
book for the serious student of the Big Reserve of Alcoholics Anonymous! The Best "Big Reserve
of AA" Available! I am a prolific take note taker, so the note pages are ideal for me. The ribbons
make it easy for me to get the start and end points each week for the BB Research Group that we
chair.Filled up with history of the plan, footnotes, dictionary, glossary, as well as the Original
Manuscript written by Bill W., totally unaltered. We chair 2 meeting weekly, our BB Study, as well
as a 12 Methods and 12 Traditions achieving, (For that, we use the "Original 1946 Edition-Little
Red Publication" for the same cause, in our meetings, we want to understand how the founders
worked well the Program that allowed them to state "...we who have RECOVERED" and caused
them to see 75-100% recovery rates, in comparison with the dismal 8% recovery rates reported
by the General Assistance Offices for AA today.The founders knew, in order to get over a
"hopeless mind-set and body", they had a need to recognize and accept that their disease had
placed them "beyond human aid" and a vital spiritual experience was the thing that could
restore them to sanity and take away the compulsion and obsession to beverage.. And to be able
to purchase such a superior quality, leather bound volume at such an extraordinary price, it a
genuine find!! The truth that every page includes a corresponding notes page is fantastic for
writing in what to bring up in doing step work with sponsees. I didn't obtain the hard cover
edition, because it is made with leather and I am vegan, but I would have preferred a hard cover
version I could have since it would last longer than this soft cover. I must buy a cover that will
assist protect this one. However, it isn't likely to get taken by accident in a book research meeting
since it is red, therefore that's good. The purchase price is actually great. And the quality of the
book is excellent. OMG! Contains worksheets that help demystify the fourth step work. Great for
sponsorship I purchased this to use for only sponsorship. this book rocks !!!! for every page there
is a empty web page beside it with 20 lines to keep notes on whatever you discover important to
list.. I dinged it a star, maybe unfairly, because I was wishing it was same size as AA reserve so it
would easily fit into my holders. then the entire "Original Manuscript" employs the first 164
webpages and the doctor's nightmare. I've noticed Alanon books with term glossaries and its
own tremendouly useful therefore i was stoked to find the big book edition."If you are a serious
student of the Big Book, an old timer, or a new comer, this publication is for you! Blank lined
webpages for notes contrary each numbered page. I have recently gotten sober again (and I pray
for the last time in this lifestyle) so when I dug up my older Big Book I wondered if probably
there was something just a little nicer out there. We highly suggest this reserve! I am alive
because of this reserve! Finally after attempting to get more from my research meetings I
decided to purchase this publication. A great cost, and cheaper to get than some conference
authorized big books, if your looking to join this way of life and don't have a big publication I
highly suggest this book, if you have been around for years, or decades, once again I highly
suggest this book to obtain additional from your study. Buy it! It works! Awesome book for
anybody needing added guideance through their personal discovery process and the twelve
steps. The 4th edition of the 164 pages isn't the same as the very first published edition, like
everyone says, even the GO This is a good read.! This edition is certainly beautiful.. The only real
possible complaint I'd have is normally that the non-public stories have already been
omitted.but. Nevertheless, I know I will get yourself a large amount of use out of the version and



it is an superb value your money can buy..but... Leather bound publication isn’t perfect and has
a page after every page of text message to take down notes.this is a great tool to greater studies
of these who could probably help a genuine alcoholic if he includes a desire to avoid drinking. So
I found Amazon and discovered this edition and knew I needed it. (Desire they made a 12&A.
literature is usually pretty inexpensive and doesn't put up with hours and hours of reading and
study. I really like it. The binding is great and the layout is great. Great quality.. I think they could
have probably left out the origional text message in the back of the publication and included at
least a few of the newer personal stories.. A friend of mine has had a copy for several years.!! I
love the initial manuscript. I avoid leading study edition very often, but for some having both
editions in a single book is use full, specifically with the lined webpages for your notes. I cant say
enough concerning this publication since i sincerely believe that God spoke if you ask me
personally through the original manuscript. This back grey pages it's the original which is wrote
in initial person as Costs and the other unique users had put their solution on paper for us and
then later called Alcoholics anonymous. I got a couple more for gifts. In the beginning of my
sobriety, I believed I was different and the "we" thing applied to everyone else in the area. I
bought this publication for a new discovered friend for a Christmas present, and I am certain she
will enjoy everything it has to offer us addicts and alcoholics. Beautiful and practical!!12
therefore) as that is a new book I am just giving four stars because I've a few suggestions- add a
ribbon for page marking, increase thumbtabs for the various versions- also would be amazing to
add study guide notes instead of the initial text in the trunk since the new edition in the front
already notates the differences. I am so pleased I bought this!! It helped me more than the other
revised editions, becoming wrote in 1st person. It really is larger. Great quality, layout, and
reference features. I take this reserve with me to every research group I attend as well as for my
own personal research. The ruled webpages which face each printed page is all I needed when I
purchased this book, however the references, tabbed formats, initial Big Book appendix, index,
etc., encourage my to dive actually deeper into my research. Money well spent! Great quality
book! I have been in recovery for many years, had my talk about of slips and mishaps, and read
the Big Book a lot. Readable and with every web page having it is rather own lined page opposite
it for notes, it is quite a source for anyone seriously interested in their recovery and seriously
interested in studying. Enjoy it. Absolutely essential for studying the written text of our
fellowship. Right now I want one for the 12 & 12. By The Anonymous Press not affiliated with AA
World Services. Great deal!You'll get the guideance had a need to successfully navigate all twelve
methods and especially ideal for your fourth step work. Get it NOW!. A study book I will cherish
forever! Not published by AA World Services but a quality book. Great quality product.. A
solution Helpful text Exactly what I needed!
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